
20 Practical tips to make selling easier 
to sell your house...

1- The first impression...

Remember that the first impression on visitors is the main entrance to the house, so make sure everything is clean and repainted if necessary. Your lawn and landscaping 

should be maintained regularly. Make sure that dead leaves and garbage do not appear in the backyard. If it has snowed, clean and remove any ice from the stairs 

and driveway. 

2 - You show the current situation...

To avoid explanations of what your home might look like, be sure to do some touch-up painting, replace damaged wallpaper, repair visible cracks, fix broken tiles and 

keep the house looking inviting. 

3 - Let the sunshine in...

Open the blinds and curtains, the visitor can see how well lit and cheerful your home is. 

4 - Repair water leaks...

A leaky faucet detracts from the appearance of a bath or sink and is a sign of faulty plumbing. 

5 - The smallest details are important...

Take the time to check all doors, drawers, sliding and casement windows for proper operation. Make all these adjustments and your home will

will increase in value. 

6 - Safety first...

Make sure that the stairways are clear and that everything is in order because visitors will want to see every corner of the house in complete safety. It is important to avoid 

any accidents and not to interfere with the smooth running of the visit, a sale is in progress! 

7- From top to bottom...

Highlight the attic, brighten the basement and other storage spaces. A coat of paint in the basement can make all the difference. 

8 - Tidy cupboards...

This is an opportunity to clean out the closets and show visitors that they will have good storage space. 

9 - Bathrooms influence the buyer’s decision...

These rooms should be sparkling with property, fittings cleaned, cracks and gaps in caulking repaired, towels and linen always clean. 

10 - The welcoming bedrooms...

Keep these rooms bright and clean, remove unnecessary furniture, use attractive and colorful bedspreads, blinds and curtains will have been cleaned beforehand. 

11 - Lighting, a key element...

A well-lit home is a welcome sight. If visitors come in the evening, leave all exterior and interior lights on, replacing bulbs if necessary. The house will be warmer and 

more welcoming.
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12 - Too many people...

Avoid having too many people in your home during a visit, as buyers will feel that they are disturbing your family life and will tend to shorten their visit and sometimes miss 

some important elements of your home. 

13 - Soft music...

Your music taste is not necessarily the visitor’s, so be sure to turn down the volume on your devices and turn off the TV. Let your RE/MAX broker talk with his client in 

peace, you will be surprised at the results. 

14 - Beware of the dog...

Animals are man’s best friend but some people are fearful and can’t stand their presence, so keep them at a distance. 

15 - Let the RE/MAX broker speak...

A leaky faucet detracts from the appearance of a bath or sink and is a sign of faulty plumbing. 

16 - The most beautiful house in the area...

That may be true, but let the visitor find out, don’t tell them about the unique opportunity. If the visitor points out certain flaws or makes a derogatory remark, pay attention 

and keep your comments to yourself, the RE/MAX Broker will take care of it. 

17- Discretion is always required...

Your RE/MAX broker knows the needs and desires of the visitors, he will be able to insist better than you. 

18 - Don’t blow a sale...

Although the opportunity may present itself, do not offer to sell your furniture and accessories to the visitor on the spot; remain calm and relaxed, your RE/MAX broker is 

aware of the situation and will intervene at the right time. 

19 - The negotiations...

Let your RE/MAX broker begin discussions with the visitor about the sale price, payment terms and the date of possession. Your RE/MAX broker is a professional and will 

know how to conduct negotiations to your advantage. 

20 - Trust us...

Your RE/MAX broker is at your disposal at all times. Before making any important decisions regarding the sale of your home, consult your RE/MAX® broker, who has 

extensive experience and is always at your service

This report is courtesy of the Bardagi Team. For more information please contact us.
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